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PRESS RELEASE

April 17, 2013, 8:30 a.m. ET

Transcription Industry Leader Seeks User Feedback for
IdeaScribe(R) Mobile Transcription App
TTE Transcripts Worldwide to provide free transcription services to busy professionals with Apple products
CHICAGO, April 17, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- If your business has a use for transcription to turn recorded notes or interviews into typed
documents, then you could qualify to Beta test a new transcription app. TTE Transcripts Worldwide, a leader in the rapidly growing
transcription and translation industry, is seeking users of iOS mobile devices to serve as beta testers for the next generation of TTE's powerful
IdeaScribe(R) App. The application delivers mobile voice capture and upload at the touch of a button for people whose work or study means
they are on the go -- requiring written transcription of information.
(Logo: http://photos.prnewswire.com/prnh/20130417/PH95997LOGO)
"I run two groups of CEO's for an organization called Vistage with workshop speakers at our monthly meetings," said Steve Larrick of Vistage.
"The members of the groups frequently ask me about certain topics of past workshops that were covered. I have used IdeaScribe not only to
record and transcribe the workshops but also to summarize the key points in summary fashion. This allows follow up reference by the
members, greatly increasing the value of the workshops."
IdeaScribe's recording versatility makes the app an ideal tool for users in a variety of industries where recording and reporting is critically
important but sometimes inconvenient. Journalists and writers, business executives, insurance claims investigators, crime scene
investigators, sales and marketing professionals, healthcare professionals, attorneys, and students can all utilize the app on their iPhone,
iPad, and iPod Touch.
The regular cost of the app from the App store is $2.99, which includes $30.00 of free transcription, but interested Beta testers will download
the app, then receive $122.99 worth of free transcription services, to be used within 90 days. There are a limited number of Beta
opportunities for qualified users, and interested testers should email COMP@ttetranscripts.com, with the subject line: BETA Test.
Customers currently use IdeaScribe in their daily work to maximize their efficiency and improve their overall productivity. The app improves
the user's ability to focus on what's being communicated to them by eliminating their need to take notes, allowing them to record important
ideas, and have them transcribed with a 99.5 percent accuracy service guarantee -- the highest in the transcription industry.
Users simply record interviews, presentations, lectures, meetings, or personal dictation with IdeaScribe, then press one button to upload the
audio file to TTE for transcription. Users can choose the turnaround speed they need for their document to be delivered back to them: 6 to 8
hours or less, 12 hours or less, 24 hours, 48 hours, and 3 to 5 business days. Prices for transcription vary, depending upon turnaround time.
IdeaScribe requires iOS 4.1 or higher. For more information, visit the TTE website or iTunes App Store or the IdeaScribe page on the TTE
website.
Founded in 1986, TTE Transcripts Worldwide is a leader in the rapidly growing transcription and translation industry and a certified womanowned business. The company provides transcription, translation, court reporting, closed-captioning, and editorial services to Fortune 500
corporations, government agencies, and a wide range of companies in the service sector, as well as small businesses and individuals. The
IdeaScribe(R) App puts the power of mobile capture and transcription upload in the hands of Apple mobile (iOS) device users, and TTE
guarantees a 99.5 percent accuracy -- the highest in the transcription services industry. For more information, visit www.ttetranscripts.com.
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